Thermally activated wetting dynamics in the presence of surface roughness.
From simple models of thermally activated contact line dynamics far below the depinning transition, one expects the velocity to depend exponentially on the applied force and the activation area to be the size of the defects on the surface. We study contact line motion on evaporated gold films and find that the dynamics are activated, but the activation area is not straightforwardly linked to the surface roughness. Surprisingly, the activation area can be significantly smaller than any features on the surface. Furthermore, it depends strongly on the liquid. We show that this indicates that the line is close to the depinning threshold at experimentally accessible velocities. A model based on independent defects is developed and used to show deviations from the purely exponential law. The dynamics are written entirely in terms of properties of the surface and partially wetting liquid. In addition, we are able to show that the region of validity of models of thermal activation on mesoscopically rough surfaces typically corresponds to velocities of less than 1 mm/s.